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HIS HONOUR:

T5/DK M/T CNS1/2003 (Jones J)
Okay, this is an application for the winding up

on B and P Slattery Pty Ltd the company which was served a
statutory demand on 20th of December 2002.

The applicant

failed to respond to that statutory demand and its insolvency
is therefore deemed consequent upon that failure.

I am satisfied on the affidavit of Paul William Whitford that
the debt of $46,933.95 remains outstanding.

I am satisfied

that all necessary procedural steps have been taken as set out
in the Registrar's certificate filed here on this day.

Mr Neil Robert Cussen has consented to being appointed
liquidator.

Under the circumstances I will make an order in terms of the
draft initialled by me and placed with the papers.
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